LOVI ACOUSTIC TREES

Hear yourself think®

LOVI ACOUSTIC TREES COLORS

Beige

Brown

Cream

Dark Grey

Dark Red

Grey

Light Blue

Light Grey

Pale Green

White

Lead times are contingent on color/finish availablity
Product may vary in color due to the nature of the media
Please refer to website for current color range + larger sample swatch

LOVI ACOUSTIC TREES

DESIGNER

Anne Paso

BENEFITS

CONTENT

100% PET (up to 90% recycled content)

Designed for the Environment: The acoustic felt used to create Lovi
Acoustic Trees are 100% recycled plastic bottles.

DIMENSIONS

Acoustic Trees:
- 40.5” (diameter) x 78.75” (height)
- 60.6” (diameter) x 118.1” (height)
- 90.5” (diameter) x 157.5” (height)
Acoustic Wall Tree (half tree):
- 20.25” (depth) x 78.75” (height)

ACOUSTIC

NRC: 0.15

FLAMMIBILITY

Inquire with Unika Vaev customer service

Improved Sound Absorption: Lovi Acoustic Trees are ideal for 		
high-frequency absorption.
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Acoustic Spruce Trees:
- 40.5” (diameter) x 70.9” (height)
- 61.4” (diameter) x 106.2” (height)
- 78.7” (diameter) x 137.7” (height)
- 90.5” (diameter) x 157.5” (height)
Acoustic Spruce Wall Tree (half tree):
- 13.75” (depth) x 47.2” (height)
- 20.25” (depth) x 70.8” (height)

Ease of Installation: Lovi Acoustic Trees are easily assembled and can
be placed on any floor surface. The trees are light and very portable.
Half trees may be mounted to walls with the use of only one screw.
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APPLICATION

Floor or Wall (half trees)

DESCRIPTION

Lovi Acoustic Trees and Lovi Acoustic Spruce
Trees not only make a beautiful visual 		
statement but also absorb sound. The product
line includes up to 157.5” tall acoustic
sound-absorbing trees and spruce trees made
entirely from recycled plastic bottles.

Lead times are contingent on color/finish availablity
Product may vary in color due to the nature of the media
Please refer to website for current color range + larger sample swatch

Recyclable: The materials in Lovi Acoustic Trees are recyclable, either
as material recycling, or energy recovery.
Pot Base: Lovi Acoustic Trees and Lovi Acoustic Spruce Trees have an
optional large (26” diameter x 10.6” height) or small (17.3” diameter x
7” height) pot base in either white or black finished steel. The interior
of the pot is a birch plywood insert which allows the trees to slide in.
The pots are for use with the larger, 47.2” & 70.8” tall trees.

